INTRODUCTION
Teachers have many needs when searching for online resources. They express these needs using pedagogical vocabularies or their own pedagogical expressions, which are unique to the teaching profession. In order to personalise teachers' online search, a research prototype of the personalised search tool has been designed and implemented.
Research Prototype
The personalised search tool consists of One Hundred and Seventy Six (176) pedagogical expressions. When translating teachers' pedagogical vocabulary to Google language (search engine), Fifty-Eight (58) 'Exact Matches'
and One Hundred and Eighteen (118) 'Gray Searches', were identified, please see Table 1 . details on 'Gray Search' given in section 3.1.
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To implement the personalised search tool the 'Google' search engine (repository) was used to retrieve the personalised search results (since according to our questionnaire survey, approximately 96% of the teacher trainees and 94% of the teacher practitioners said they used Google search engine for their online searching). To enter/turn ON the search tool, teachers would need to type in their name and password, followed by creating their individual profile (by clicking on the 'Your Profile' button), which is compulsory and essential for performing the personalised search. To begin with, all the buttons /categories will be disabled until the user types in his/her name and the correct password, please see Figure 1 .
Upon supplying the correct username and password, the user will be greeted by the system and directed to create/modify his/her profile. The profile button "Your Profile"
(profile button only) will become enabled, please see Tables  Text  Videos   " Animations" "Audios" "Bibliographic" "Books" "Diagrams" "q=define="Topic in mind"+ "&hl="+"&num=" (profile) "Games" "ICT Activities" "Jokes" "Lesson Plans" "Maps" "News" "Paintings" "Pictures" "Poems" "Songs" "Stories" " Tables"  "Text "&num=" + "2" "3" "4" "5" "10" "15" "20" "25" "30" "35" "40" "45" "50" "100" 
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Gray Search
With regards to this research prototype the personalised search tool will not be able to control/interfere with the metadata attached to online resources nor will it be able to influence the Google search language/repository. This is because the coding behind Google search engine is treated as a top secret to the general public and that the teaching resources uploaded by different parties (governmental bodies, educational companies or the individuals) will have private ownership of their codes.
Therefore, when translating teachers' pedagogical vocabularies to Google language it was clear that the personalised search tool will not be able to find an exact match for every single pedagogical expression (teachers' needs). This was then called the 'Gray Search' (the mismatch between the teachers' pedagogical vocabulary and the search metadata).
Although 'Gray searches' would not produce the desired search results (perfect match) for teachers it was still included in the personalised search tool in order to increase the probability of finding the correct/relevant online resources.
Teachers are informed of the Gray Search upon selecting the pedagogical expression i.e. when selecting their 'National Curriculum', please see Figure 13 .
The Menu
The · Print -to print the selected search query.
· Exit -to leave the personalised search tool.
Clicking on the 'Home' menu would take teachers back to the main page or the starting page.
Under the 'Online Activities' menu teachers have the following options to choose from, please see Figure 16 :
· Activate Copy and Paste -to copy and paste the resources directly from its location to their desired location.
· Link To My Homepage -to create a link directly from its location to the individual (teachers') home page.
· Link To School Server -to create a link directly from its location to the school server.
· E-mail a Teacher -to e-mail the link/online resource directly from its location to another teacher/colleague. · About PoSTech -to give information about the software licence and copyright.
Future Plan
The research prototype is currently been tested by primary and secondary teachers. The results obtained from testing the research prototype will be used to develop and improve the personalised search tool, and thus to prepare for stage 2/implementation of prototype ll.
In prototype II, iClass repository (IEEE LOM) will be used to improve personalised search results by eliminating 'Gray Searches' and activating (where possible) disabled options on the menu bar for further testing and developments.
For more information about the iClass project please visit (www.iclass.info). To test the personalised search tool (trial version) or to see a demo of the system, please send your email to F.Seyedarabi@ioe.ac.uk.
